Rescue of HIV-1 receptor function through cooperation between different forms of the CCR5 chemokine receptor.
Interaction of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) envelope glycoproteins with the CCR5 chemokine receptor, a G-protein-coupled receptor, triggers a membrane fusion process and virus entry. Cooperation for HIV-1 receptor activity was observed when two forms of CCR5 were coexpressed, either the wild-type (WT) receptor and a defective mutant with deletion of the amino-terminal (NT) extracellular domain or the latter deltaNT mutant and a human-mouse CCR5 chimera bearing the NT domain from human CCR5. Cooperation was most efficient when the two forms of CCR5 were in a 1:1 ratio. It was not observed between the CCR5 deltaNT mutant and a chimeric receptor (5444) in which the NT domain of CCR5 was in the context of another G-protein-coupled receptor, the HIV-1 receptor CXCR4. These results suggested that physical association between two forms of CCR5 was required for their cooperation. Coimmunoprecipitation experiments in transfected cell lysates indeed showed that the deltaNT CCR5 mutant formed oligomeric complexes with the WT CCR5 or the HMMM chimera but not with the CXCR4-derived chimera 5444. These observations suggest that the formation of CCR5 oligomers is a constitutive process independent from activation by chemokine ligands. The interaction of HIV-1 with independent subunits of CCR5 oligomers could favor the local recruitment of fusiogenic proteins and the formation of a fusion pore.